Marginalisation, Stigma and Choice?

A workshop jointly organised by the Behavior, Structure and Interventions Research Network and Policy Scotland (Glasgow University)

Monday 22nd and Tuesday 23rd June 2015,

Yudowitz Lecture Theatre, Wolfson Medical School Building, University of Glasgow

WORKSHOP SCHEDULE

Monday

10:30 – 11am: Registration and coffee

11am – 1pm: Poverty, Marginalisation and Stigma: research and practice

Sayantan Ghosal (Economics, ASBS, Glasgow): ‘Poverty, stigma and aspirations failure’

Dr Jana (India): ‘Combating Stigma and Marginalisation’

1 – 2pm: Lunch Break

2 – 3pm: Keynote: Prof. Anton Muscatelli (Principal of Glasgow University)

3 – 3:15pm: Coffee Break

3:15 – 5:15pm: Royal Society of Edinburgh’s Young Academy of Scotland Panel on Early Childhood Interventions

Chair: Theo Koutmeridis (Glasgow/Econ)

‘Health in LDCs’ Francisca Mutapi (Edinburgh/Epidemiology)

‘Education and Inequality in Scotland/UK’ Daniela Sime (Strathclyde/Social Work & Social Policy)

‘International Perspectives’ Ingela Naumann (Edinburgh/Social Policy)

Tuesday

9:00 – 11:30am What Works Scotland (WWS) Panel on Capabilities and Policy Interventions

‘Introduction to What Works Scotland’ Ken Gibb (Urban Studies, Policy Scotland, WWS)

‘Capabilities and Outcomes’ Nick Watson and Richard Brunner (WWS)

Discussant: Sayantan Ghosal

‘Human trafficking: trends, challenges and behaviour’ Brian Iselin (independent consultant)


11:30 – 11:45am: Coffee Break
11:45am – 1pm  Keynote: ‘Changes in Labour Market Inequality’ Prof. Stephen Machin (University College London & London School of Economics)

1 – 2pm: Lunch Break

2 – 4pm: Wage Inequality

Martin Kretschmer (Glasgow/Law): ‘Inequality in Artists’ Earnings’

Theo Koutmeridis (Glasgow/Econ): ‘The Market for ‘Rough Diamonds’: Information, Finance and Wage Inequality’

4 pm: Concluding remarks